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Globetrotter
DAVID ALBAHARI; TRANSLATED BY ELLEN  

ELIAS-BURSAC

This fine translation brings one of the most 
unusual and suspenseful works by Serbian 
author David Albahari to English readers 
for the first time. Set in the Canadian 
Rockies, the book explores themes of exile 
and disorientation, obsession and guilt. 

PB-with Flaps   2014   216 pp.     

978-0-300-20132-1  $15.00

Openwork
Poetry and Prose

ANDRÉ DU BOUCHET; SELECTED, TRANSLATED, AND 

PRESENTED BY PAUL AUSTER AND HOYT ROGERS

Through the brilliant translations of Paul 
Auster and Hoyt Rogers, this anthology 
introduces English-language readers to 
the poetry and prose of André du Bouchet, 
French poet and great innovator of 
twentieth-century letters. 

Cloth   2014   368 pp.    

978-0-300-19763-1  $26.00 

Please Talk to Me
Selected Stories

LILIANA HEKER; TRANSLATED BY ALBERTO MANGUEL 

AND MIRANDA FRANCE

This newly translated collection of short 
stories spans Liliana Heker’s entire career, 
including the years of Argentina’s brutally 
repressive regime. Alberto Manguel pro-
claims, “It is in the short story that she has 
achieved a kind of unique perfection.” 

PB-with Flaps   2015   224 pp.     

978-0-300-19804-1  $16.00

The Walnut Mansion
MILJENKO JERGOVIC; TRANSLATED BY STEPHEN M. 

DICKEY, WITH JANJA PAVETIC-DICKEY

This grand novel vividly explores how one 
Yugoslavian family experiences the violent 
and tumultuous events of twentieth cen-
tury. Master storyteller Miljenko Jergovic, 
one of Europe’s most admired writers, 
presents an engrossing saga at once epic 
and intimate. 

Cloth   2015   456 pp.    

978-0-300-17927-9  $35.00 

 

The Margellos World  
Republic of Letters

New New

The Book of Beginnings
FRANÇOIS JULLIEN; TRANSLATED BY JODY GLADDING

In this thought-provoking capstone work, 
a renowned international philosopher ex-
plores how hidden cultural biases may be 
uncovered and set aside in order to enter 
another way of thinking. Through the lens 
of the Chinese language he offers a new 
and surprising view of our own Western 
culture. 

Cloth   2015   152 pp.   

978-0-300-20422-3  $26.00 

The Last Days of Mankind
The Complete Text

KARL KRAUS; TRANSLATED BY FRED BRIDGHAM  

AND EDWARD TIMMS

Hailed by Bertolt Brecht as the great dra-
matic work of Modernism, this celebrated 
WWI drama is a satirical indictment of the 
glory of war. Translated into English in its 
entirety for the first time, the innovative 
play remains fully relevant a century after 
it was written. 

Cloth   2015   672 pp.   8 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20767-5  $40.00

Passions
GIACOMO LEOPARDI; TRANSLATED BY TIM PARKS

This up-to-date translation of selected 
entries from Leopardi’s acclaimed intel-
lectual diary shines light on his frequently 
disdainful musings on the human passions 
and illustrates how his work anticipates 
such later thinkers as Nietzsche, Wittgen-
stein, Beckett, and others. 

Cloth   2014   232 pp.   

978-0-300-18633-8  $26.00 

The Roar of Morning
TIP MARUGG; TRANSLATED BY PAUL VINCENT

Author Tip Marugg balances Caribbean 
mysticism with Latin American magical 
realism in a brilliantly dissolute, often 
neglected classic of Dutch Caribbean 
literature in which a troubled protagonist 
recalls his past in Curaçao and Venezuela 
and contemplates suicide as the count-
down to Armageddon begins. 

PB-with Flaps   2015   144 pp.     

978-0-300-20764-4  $16.00 

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300201321
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300197631
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300201321
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300197631
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300204223
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300207675
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300207675
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300198041
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300198041
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300179279
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300179279
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300186338
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300207644
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300207644
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New New

Pedigree
A Memoir

PATRICK MODIANO; TRANSLATED BY MARK POLIZZOTTI

In this rare glimpse into the life of Nobel 
laureate Patrick Modiano, the author takes 
up his pen to tell the story of his early 
years—shadowy times in postwar Paris 
that haunt his memory and have inspired 
his cherished body of fiction. 

Cloth   2015   144 pp.     

978-0-300-21533-5  $25.00 

Suspended Sentences
Three Novellas

PATRICK MODIANO; TRANSLATED BY MARK POLIZZOTTI

Modiano, one of the most highly admired 
French authors writing today, explores the 
vagaries of memory, love, loss, identity, 
and fate in three entwined novellas that 
recall the Nazi Occupation of France and 
other lingering ghosts from the past. 

PB-with Flaps   2014   232 pp.    

978-0-300-19805-8  $16.00

After the Circus
PATRICK MODIANO; TRANSLATED BY MARK POLIZZOTTI

In this evocative novel, internationally 
acclaimed Patrick Modiano recounts the 
tale of an unsettling love affair and a 
young man grappling with the mystery of 
a relationship cut short. This is a classic 
Modiano work, filled with atmosphere 
and suggested possibilities. 

PB-with Flaps   2015   160 pp.    

978-0-300-21589-2  $16.00

Paris Nocturne
PATRICK MODIANO; TRANSLATED BY PHOEBE 

WESTON-EVANS

In this classic work of noir fiction by the 
Nobel laureate of 2014, a nighttime 
accident on the streets of Paris leads to 
a vanishing, a memory gap, an envelope 
stuffed with bank notes, and ever-deepen-
ing confusion. Now in an outstanding new 
translation for English-language readers. 

PB-with Flaps   2015   160 pp.   

978-0-300-21588-5  $16.00 

The Dirty Dust
Cré na Cille

MÁIRTÍN Ó CADHAIN; TRANSLATED FROM THE IRISH BY 

ALAN TITLEY

This long-awaited translation brings Ó 
Cadhain’s masterful comic novel to English-
language readers for the first time. The 
characters may all be lying in their graves, 
but there’s no lack of gossip, backbiting, 
rumors, and complaining about doings 
aboveground. 

Cloth   2015   328 pp.   

978-0-300-19849-2  $25.00

       Anna Karenina
LEO TOLSTOY; TRANSLATED BY MARIAN SCHWARTZ; EDITED 

AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY GARY SAUL MORSON

This skillful new translation of the perennial 
best-seller Anna Karenina is the first to 
convey Tolstoy’s radically innovative use of 
language to express aesthetic and moral 
concerns.  

Paper   2015   792 pp.   

978-0-300-21682-0  $20.00 

Cloth   2014   792 pp.   

978-0-300-20394-3  $35.00

The Corpse Washer
SINAN ANTOON; TRANSLATED FROM THE ARABIC BY 

THE AUTHOR

Acclaimed in the Arab world for its veracity, 
this heartbreaking novel confronts Iraq’s 
horrifying recent history through the story 
of one young man’s struggle to celebrate life 
even in the midst of death. Now available to 
English-language readers for the first time.  
Winner of the 2014 Arab American Book Award 

given by the Arab American National Museum; 

Winner of the 2014 Saif Ghobash Banipal Prize for 

Arabic Literary Translation

Paper   2014   200 pp.  

978-0-300-20564-0  $13.00 

Recent & Classic Titles

&
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Recent & Classic Titles Recent & Classic Titles

The Poetry of Kabbalah
Mystical Verse from the Jewish Tradition

TRANSLATED AND ANNOTATED BY PETER COLE;  

CO-EDITED AND WITH AN AFTERWORD BY  

AMINADAV DYKMAN

MacArthur Fellow and acclaimed transla-
tor Peter Cole presents the first English-
language collection of poems from the 
Kabbalistic tradition, poems that span 
three continents and more than 1,500 
years of Jewish mystical tradition. 

PB-with Flaps   2014   544 pp.   

978-0-300-20569-5  $20.00 

Cloth   2012   544 pp.   

978-0-300-16916-4  $30.00

The Brazen Plagiarist
Selected Poems

KIKI DIMOULA; TRANSLATED BY CECILE INGLESSIS 

MARGELLOS AND RIKA LESSER

Kiki Dimoula is one of the most prized 
poets in contemporary Greece. This first 
English translation of a wide selection 
of poems from across her oeuvre brings 
together some of her most beguiling,  
arresting, and moving work. 
Winner of the 2014 Greek National Translation Prize

PB-with Flaps   2014   392 pp.   

978-0-300-20573-2  $20.00 

Cloth   2012   392 pp.  

978-0-300-14139-9  $35.00 

Walpurgis Night, or the Steps of 
the Commander
VENEDIKT EROFEEV; TRANSLATED BY MARIAN 

SCHWARTZ; WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY KAREN RYAN

The first major English translation of  
acclaimed Russian author Venedikt 
Erofeev’s brilliantly satirical stage play, 
Walpurgis Night carries readers into a 
Soviet insane asylum, where an alcoholic, 
half-Jewish dissident poet deploys his 
incomparable wit and ingenuity to create 
mayhem, resulting in a tragedy of  
Shakespearean proportions. 

PB-with Flaps   2014   152 pp.  

978-0-300-15986-8  $18.00

La Vida Doble
A Novel

ARTURO FONTAINE; TRANSLATED BY MEGAN 

MCDOWELL

Set in the darkest years of the Pinochet 
dictatorship, Fontaine’s best-selling novel 
explores the dilemma of Lorena, a leftist 
militant confronted with impossible 
choices. The book is a tale of violence, lofty 
ideals, and moral ambiguity. 

PB-with Flaps   2014   312 pp.    

978-0-300-20576-3  $15.00 

Cloth   2013   312 pp.  

978-0-300-17669-8  $25.00

Trans-Atlantyk
An Alternate Translation

WITOLD GOMBROWICZ; TRANSLATED BY DANUTA 

BORCHARDT

A new English translation of the satirical, 
iconoclastic novel by twentieth-century 
Polish literary giant Witold Gombrowicz 
recounts the farcical adventures of a 
penniless eastern European writer torn 
between his nationalist identity and his 
new émigré status when he’s stranded in 
Argentina during World War II. 

PB-with Flaps   2014   192 pp.   

978-0-300-17530-1  $15.00

The Hooligan’s Return
A Memoir

NORMAN MANEA; TRANSLATED BY ANGELA JIANU

This deeply imaginative novel/memoir 
merges autobiographical with historic 
events, following the narrator on a bleak 
journey through Nazism and communism 
to exile. The author captures the plight of 
the outcast with unprecedented insight. 
Awarded Prix Médicis Etranger 2006

PB-with Flaps   2013   400 pp.    

978-0-300-19780-8  $18.00 

Selected Poems
SEÁN Ó RÍORDÁIN; EDITED BY FRANK SEWELL

The works of Ireland’s great mid-twentieth-
century poet, widely admired in his  
native land, have until now remained  
unavailable in English. This welcome 
volume offers translations of a generous 
selection of Ó Ríordáin’s poems.  

Cloth   2014   288 pp.   

978-0-300-19058-8  $24.00 

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300205695
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300205732
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300205763
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300175301
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300159868
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300197808
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300190588
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300205732
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300159868
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300197808
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300205763
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300190588
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Our e-book editions are available 
from most major e-book stores, 
including the Amazon Kindle 
store, B&N’s Nook store, Google 
editions, Kobo, and Sony

Recent & Classic Titles Recent & Classic Titles

Masters and Servants
PIERRE MICHON; TRANSLATED, ILLUSTRATED, AND 

WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION BY WYATT MASON

One of Michon’s most powerful works, 
this book imagines a decisive moment in 
the lives of five artists of different times 
and places: van Gogh, Goya, Watteau, Lor-
rain, and Piero’s obscure disciple Lorentino. 

PB-with Flaps   2013   192 pp.   5 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18069-5  $13.00 

The Origin of the World
PIERRE MICHON; TRANSLATED AND WITH A NEW 

INTRODUCTION BY WYATT MASON; WITH AN  

AFTERWORD BY ROGER SHATTUCK

This spare, unforgettable novel is Pierre 
Michon’s luminous exploration of the 
mysteries of desire. A young teacher 
discovers the destructive power of passion 
when he falls under the spell of the intoxi-
cating Yvonne. 

PB-with Flaps   2013   112 pp.   

978-0-300-18070-1  $13.00 

Rimbaud the Son
PIERRE MICHON; TRANSLATED BY JODY GLADDING 

AND ELIZABETH DESHAYS

In this highly original investigation of the 
astonishing life of Arthur Rimbaud, vision-
ary poet and enfant terrible of French 
letters, Michon also explores the writing 
life and the art of life-writing. 

PB-with Flaps   2013   96 pp.   

978-0-300-17265-2  $13.00

Winter Mythologies and Abbots
PIERRE MICHON; TRANSLATED BY ANN JEFFERSON

Available for the first time in English, 
Michon’s exquisite short narratives trans-
port us to the heart of the Middle Ages as 
witnesses to the double-edged power of 
belief: it may inspire great achievements, 
or it may lead to catastrophe. 

PB-with Flaps   2014   128 pp.   

978-0-300-17906-4  $13.00

Severina
RODRIGO REY ROSA; TRANSLATED BY CHRIS ANDREWS

Rey Rosa, whom Bolaño has praised as “the 
most luminous of all” writers of their gen-
eration, offers a tale of obsessive love in this 
unsettling story of a bookstore owner and 
the book thief who rocks his monotonous 
existence. 

PB-with Flaps   2014   112 pp.   

978-0-300-19609-2  $13.00 

The African Shore
RODRIGO REY ROSA; TRANSLATED BY JEFFREY GRAY

In this riveting and highly praised novel 
by Guatemala’s leading writer of fiction, 
a stranded Columbian tourist, a young 
shepherd with dreams, and a treasured owl 
intersect in Tangier with unexpected reper-
cussions and a haunting outcome. 

PB-with Flaps   2013   160 pp.   

978-0-300-19610-8  $13.00 

The Ingenious Gentleman and Poet 
Federico García Lorca Ascends to Hell
CARLOS ROJAS; TRANSLATED BY EDITH GROSSMAN

A masterpiece by one of the most extraor-
dinary writers of the twentieth century, 
this novel explores the identity and destiny 
of beloved Spanish poet García Lorca, who 
finds himself in hell watching his entire life 
replayed—but not as it happened.  

PB-with Flaps   2014   224 pp.    

978-0-300-20586-2  $13.00 

Cloth   2013   224 pp.  

978-0-300-16776-4  $26.00 

The Last Lover
CAN XUE; TRANSLATED BY ANNELISE FINEGAN 

WASMOEN

Chinese author Can Xue brings her imagi-
native vision to bear on the complicated 
relationships among husbands, wives, and 
lovers in this surreal novel of human desire, 
obsessions, and journeys both real and 
imagined. 

PB-with Flaps   2014   336 pp.    

978-0-300-15332-3  $16.00 

For a complete listing of  
The Margellos World  
Republic of Letters titles,  
visit yalebooks.com/margellos
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New New

       The Heroic Slave
A Cultural and Critical Edition

FREDERICK DOUGLASS; EDITED BY ROBERT S. LEVINE, 

JOHN STAUFFER, AND JOHN R. MCKIVIGAN

This new edition of Frederick Douglass’s 
only work of fiction, The Heroic Slave, his 
imaginative retelling of the most suc-
cessful slave revolt in American history, 
includes an interpretive introduction, 
notes, and a selection of related writings 
by the author and others. 

Paper   2015   304 pp.   6 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18462-4  $9.95

A Voice Still Heard
Selected Essays of Irving Howe

EDITED BY NINA HOWE; FOREWORD BY MORRIS 

DICKSTEIN

A Voice Still Heard is essential to the  
understanding of the passionate and 
skeptical spirit of Irving Howe. His voice 
is ever sharp, relentless, often scathingly 
funny, revealing Howe as that rarest of 
critics—a real reader and writer, one 
whose clarity of style is a result of his 
disciplined and candid mind. 

Cloth   2014   416 pp.   6 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20366-0  $40.00 

The Little Review “Ulysses”
JAMES JOYCE; EDITED BY MARK GAIPA, SEAN 

LATHAM, AND ROBERT SCHOLES

The first new publication of James Joyce’s 
Ulysses in nearly three decades, this 
unique edition reassembles the first-
draft serial installments that originally 
appeared in the avant-garde American 
literary magazine The Little Review, offer-
ing readers a fascinating look at how the 
twentieth century’s most important novel 
took shape and evolved. 

Paper   2015   480 pp.   26 b/w + 26 color illus. 

978-0-300-18177-7  $28.00 

The Kreutzer Sonata Variations
Lev Tolstoy’s Novella and Counterstories by 
Sofiya Tolstaya and Lev Lvovich Tolstoy

TRANSLATED AND EDITED BY MICHAEL R. KATZ;  

WITH A FOREWORD BY EKATERINA TOLSTAYA AND 

AN AFTERWORD BY ANDREY TOLSTOY

This extraordinary new translation of Lev 
Tolstoy’s controversial novella The Kreutzer 
Sonata also contains three dissenting 
“counterstories” written by Tolstoy’s wife 
and son in opposition to the original work. 

Cloth   2014   384 pp.    

978-0-300-18994-0  $40.00

       In the Shadow of Young Girls  
in Flower
In Search of Lost Time, Volume 2

MARCEL PROUST; EDITED AND ANNOTATED BY  

WILLIAM C. CARTER

Edited and annotated by leading Proust 
scholar William Carter, this fully revised 
edition of volume two of this twentieth-
century masterwork corrects long-stand-
ing errors in C. K. Scott Moncrieff’s other-
wise superlative translation, bringing it 
closer than ever to the spirit and style of 
Proust’s original text. 

Paper   2015   608 pp.   

978-0-300-18542-3  $24.00

       Swann’s Way
In Search of Lost Time, Volume 1

MARCEL PROUST; EDITED AND ANNOTATED BY  

WILLIAM C. CARTER

The foremost Proust scholar of our time 
offers a brilliantly revised translation and 
new annotations to Swann’s Way, the first 
volume of In Search of Lost Time, consid-
ered by many to be the greatest novel of 
the twentieth century.   

PB-with Flaps   2013   512 pp.  

978-0-300-18543-0  $22.00

In Those Nightmarish Days
The Ghetto Reportage of Peretz Opoczynski 
and Josef Zelkowicz

TRANSLATED BY DAVID SUCHOFF; EDITED AND WITH 

AN INTRODUCTION BY SAMUEL D. KASSOW

This volume sheds light on two brilliant 
but lesser-known ghetto journalists. While 
other ghetto writers sought to create an 
objective record of their circumstances, 
Josef Zelkowicz and Peretz Opoczynski 
chronicled daily life in, respectively, the 
Lodz and Warsaw ghettos with powerful 
immediacy. 

new yiddish library series 

Paper   2015   368 pp.   

978-0-300-11231-3  $35.00
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Literature

New in paper

Essays
A Fully Annotated Edition

HENRY D. THOREAU; EDITED BY JEFFREY S. CRAMER

This treasure trove of Thoreau’s most 
noteworthy essays, generously annotated 
by a leading scholar, belongs on the book-
shelves of every admirer of this endlessly 
fascinating figure. 

Paper   2015   480 pp.   1 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21680-6  $20.00 

Cloth   2013   480 pp.   1 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-16498-5  $40.00

Also by Henry David Thoreau:

I to Myself
An Annotated Selection from the  
Journal of Henry D. Thoreau

EDITED BY JEFFREY S. CRAMER

Paper   2012   528 pp.   12 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-18798-4  $23.00

The Maine Woods
A Fully Annotated Edition

EDITED BY JEFFREY S. CRAMER

Cloth   2009   384 pp.   11 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-12283-1  $38.00

Walden
A Fully Annotated Edition

EDITED BY JEFFREY S. CRAMER

Cloth   2004   400 pp.   6 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-10466-0  $30.00 

       Walden
EDITED AND WITH AN AFTERWORD BY JEFFREY S. CRAMER; 
INTRODUCTION BY DENIS DONOGHUE

Paper   2006   464 pp.   6 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-11008-1  $9.95 

       Radiant Truths
Essential Dispatches, Reports, Confessions, and 
Other Essays on American Belief

EDITED AND INTRODUCED BY JEFF SHARLET

This evocative collection of writings 
includes some of the best creative nonfic-
tion ever written on religion in America. 
Spanning the Civil War era to our own, the 
contributors explore various ways of writ-
ing about belief, of documenting “things 
unseen.” 

Paper   2015   424 pp.   

978-0-300-21268-6  $20.00 

Cloth   2014   424 pp.  

978-0-300-16921-8  $30.00

Recent & Classic Titles

Facts and Inventions
Selections from the Journalism of James Boswell

EDITED BY PAUL TANKARD

This fascinating selection of the journalistic 
writings of James Boswell, best known as 
the biographer of Samuel Johnson, reveals 
an intriguing new facet of this complex and 
engaging literary figure, while providing a 
vivid insight into British journalism and pub-
lic life in the second half of the eighteenth 
century. 

Cloth   2014   496 pp.   19 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-14126-9  $115.00

       Faust
A Tragedy, Parts One and Two, Fully Revised

JOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHE 
TRANSLATED BY MARTIN GREENBERG 
INTRODUCTION BY W. DANIEL WILSON

A classic of world literature, Goethe’s Faust 
is a philosophical and poetic drama full of 
satire, irony, humor, and tragedy. Martin 
Greenberg’s rendition is the first faithful, 
readable, and elegantly written translation 
of Goethe’s masterpiece available in English. 

Paper   2014   496 pp.   

978-0-300-18969-8  $25.00 

       The Golden Ass
APULEIUS; TRANSLATED BY SARAH RUDEN

This accurate and entertaining translation 
of Apuleius’s ever-popular novel brings the 
comic tale to life for modern readers. 

Paper   2013   288 pp.   

978-0-300-19814-0  $14.00 

Cloth   2012   288 pp.   

978-0-300-15477-1  $35.00

       The Aeneid
VERGIL; TRANSLATED BY SARAH RUDEN

This extraordinary new translation of the 
Aeneid stands alone among modern Vergil 
translations for its accuracy and poetic 
appeal. Sarah Ruden, a lyric poet in her own 
right, is the first woman to translate Vergil’s 
great epic, and she renders the poem in the 
same number of lines as the original work—
a very rare feat that maintains technical 
fidelity to the original without diminishing 
its emotional power.  

Paper   2009   320 pp.   

978-0-300-15141-1  $18.00 

Cloth   2008   320 pp.   

978-0-300-11904-6  $30.00   

&

&

&

&

&

& = recommended for course use

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300216806
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300216806
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300141269
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300189698
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300189698
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300198140
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300198140
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300212686
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300212686
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300187984
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300122831
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300104660
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300110081
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300151411
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300151411
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Poetry

New New

Six Poets
Hardy to Larkin: An Anthology

ALAN BENNETT

In this thoroughly engaging book, the 
inimitable Alan Bennett creates a unique 
anthology of the works of six well-loved 
poets. Laced with anecdotes, shrewd 
appraisals, and telling biographical detail, 
Bennett’s commentary is as entertaining 
as it is enlightening. 

Cloth   2015   224 pp. 

978-0-300-21505-2  $24.00 

Blue Yodel
ANSEL ELKINS; FOREWORD BY CARL PHILLIPS

Recipient of the 2014 Yale Series of 
Younger Poets prize, Ansel Elkins’s haunt-
ing debut collection introduces readers to 
an unforgettable multitude of Southern 
outcasts and outsiders, from the mythic 
Goat Man of Alabama to the murderers of 
Emmett Till. 

yale series of younger poets 

Paper   2015   88 pp.   

978-0-300-21002-6  $18.00 

Cloth   2015   88 pp.   

978-0-300-21003-3  $45.00 

Eruv
ERYN GREEN; FOREWORD BY CARL PHILLIPS

The 2013 recipient of the Yale Series of 

Younger Poets prize, Eryn Green’s master-

ful collection Eruv features poems of love 

and pathos—celebrating the power of 

ritual and the untamed wilderness— and 

joins the works of previous winners  

Adrienne Rich, John Ashbery, W. S. 

Merwin, and others. 
YALE SERIES OF YOUNGER POETS  

Paper   2014   96 pp.  

978-0-300-20122-2  $18.00 

Three Thousand Years of Hebrew 
Versification
Essays in Comparative Prosody

BENJAMIN HARSHAV

This unprecedented book on compara-
tive prosody opens with essays on meter, 
rhythm, and the relations of sound and 
meaning in poetry and goes on to exam-
ine the history of Hebrew verse during 
three millennia of changing cultural and 
linguistic contexts. 

Cloth   2014   376 pp.   

978-0-300-14487-1  $75.00 

       Rhyme’s Reason
A Guide to English Verse, Fourth Edition

JOHN HOLLANDER; FOREWORD BY J. D. MCCLATCHY; 

AFTERWORD BY RICHARD WILBUR

In new essays for this revised edition, J. D. 
McClatchy and Richard Wilbur each offer a 
personal take on why Rhymes’s Reason has 
played an integral role in the education of 
young poets and student scholars. 

Paper   2014   168 pp.   

978-0-300-20629-6  $14.00 

Poetry of Haitian Independence
EDITED BY DORIS Y. KADISH AND DEBORAH  

JENSON; TRANSLATIONS BY NORMAN R. SHAPIRO; 

FOREWORD BY EDWIDGE DANTICAT

A collection of deeply felt Haitian poetry 
dating back to the first decades of Haiti’s 
independence from French colonial rule, 
this essential volume of largely unknown 
early-nineteenth-century verse celebrates 
freedom, equality for all, and the legiti-
macy of the first and only modern country 
born from a slave revolt. 

Cloth   2015   360 pp.   

978-0-300-19559-0  $40.00 

New in paper
       Before the Door of God
An Anthology of Devotional Poetry

EDITED BY JAY HOPLER AND KIMBERLY JOHNSON

This wide-ranging anthology traces the 
history of devotional poetry in the English 
tradition and offers a diverse and compel-
ling selection of works that wrestle—
sometimes in praise, sometimes more 
conflictedly—with a higher power. 

Paper   2015   464 pp.   2 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21675-2  $22.00 

Cloth   2013   464 pp.   2 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17520-2  $35.00 

The Art of Robert Frost
TIM KENDALL

A wonderfully accessible guide to the 
poetry of Robert Frost, this book presents 
a superb selection of poems from across 
the poet’s career and places each poem in 
social, biographical, historical, and literary 
context. 

Paper   2013   408 pp.   

978-0-300-19827-0  $22.00 

Cloth   2012   408 pp.   

978-0-300-11813-1  $35.00 

Recent & Classic Titles

&

&

& = recommended for course use

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300215052
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300215052
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http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300201222
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http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300198270
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Drama

New New

Theater of the Avant-Garde,  
1890–1950
A Critical Anthology

EDITED BY ROBERT KNOPF; WITH A NEW INTRODUC-

TION BY ROBERT KNOPF AND JULIA LISTENGARTEN

This essential anthology for theater artists 
and students includes the full texts of 
sixteen influential avant-garde dramas 
by theatrical innovators such as Jarry, 
Maeterlinck, Strindberg, and Artaud, and 
features a new introduction by Robert 
Knopf and Julia Listengarten. 

Paper   2015   512 pp.   

978-0-300-20673-9  $30.00

Lord Strange’s Men and Their Plays
LAWRENCE MANLEY AND SALLY-BETH MACLEAN

This colorful account of Lord Strange’s 
Men, a renowned acting troupe that 
briefly dominated the London stage in  
the late Elizabethan Era, explores the  
company’s distinctive approach to the 
works of Shakespeare, Marlowe, and  
others; its bold theatrical innovations;  
and its remarkable influence on the  
dramaturgy of the time. 
Winner the 2015 Phyllis Goodhart Gordan Book 

Prize given by the Renaissance Society of America

Cloth   2014   488 pp.   30 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19199-8  $65.00

Serial Black Face
JANINE NABERS; FOREWORD BY MARSHA NORMAN

The 2014 winner of the Yale Drama Series 
Prize, Janine Nabers’s powerfully moving 
drama Serial Black Face explores the vola-
tile relationship of an African-American 
mother and daughter, and the damaged 
stranger who widens the gap between 
them, against the backdrop of the Atlanta 
Child Murders of the late 1970s. 

yale drama series 

Paper   2015   128 pp.   

978-0-300-21137-5  $18.00

The Soviet Theater
A Documentary History

EDITED BY LAURENCE SENELICK AND SERGEI OSTROVSKY

A panoramic history of Soviet theater from 
the Bolshevik Revolution to the collapse of 
the USSR, this monumental work explores 
in words and pictures how Russian drama 
survived, adapted, and innovated under 
harsh totalitarian pressures and restric-
tions decades after the heydays of Gorky, 
Gogol, and Chekhov. 

Cloth   2014   784 pp.   61 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19476-0  $125.00 

 

Still
JEN SILVERMAN; FOREWORD BY MARSHA NORMAN

The 2012 winner of the Yale Drama Series 
Prize, Jen Silverman’s Still is a poignantly 
absurd tragic comedy exploring loss, 
intimacy, and motherhood, in which the 
emotional lives of three grieving women 
are joined by a giant stillborn baby search-
ing for his place in the world. 

yale drama series 

Paper   2014   112 pp.  

978-0-300-20635-7  $18.00

The O’Neill
The Transformation of Modern American 
Theater

JEFFREY SWEET; PHOTOGRAPHS EDITED BY PRESTON 

WHITEWAY;  FOREWORDS BY MICHAEL DOUGLAS 

AND MERYL STREEP

In words and pictures, author Jeffrey 
Sweet celebrates the fifty-year history of 
the Eugene O’Neill Theater Center, the 
most influential theatrical institution 
in the nation, remembering its notable 
alumni (Michael Douglas, John Guare, 
August Wilson, Meryl Streep, and others) 
and honoring its prodigious contributions 
to American drama. 

Cloth   2014   336 pp.   250 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19557-6  $60.00 

       Long Day’s Journey Into Night
Critical Edition

EUGENE O’NEILL; EDITED BY WILLIAM DAVIES KING; 

FOREWORD BY JESSICA LANGE

With this new edition, at last this book 
has the critical edition that it deserves. 
William Davies King provides students 
and theater artists with an invaluable 
guide to the text, including an essay on 
historical and critical perspectives; glosses 
of literary allusions and quotations; notes 
on the performance history; an annotated 
bibliography; and illustrations. 

Paper   2014   280 pp.   12 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18641-3  $19.95 

 

Recent & Classic Titles

&

& = recommended for course use

Our e-book editions are available 
from most major e-book stores, 
including the Amazon Kindle 
store, B&N’s Nook store, Google 
editions, Kobo, and Sony

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300206739
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300206739
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300191998
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300191998
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300206357
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300211375
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300211375
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300195576
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300195576
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300186413
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300194760
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300186413
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Literary Criticism

New New

Oscar Wilde’s Chatterton
Literary History, Romanticism, and the  
Art of Forgery

JOSEPH BRISTOW AND REBECCA N. MITCHELL  
The creative thinking of Victorian poet, 
novelist, and playwright Oscar Wilde  
is illuminated through his notebook  
writings on the short life and work of 
young Romantic poet and forger  
Thomas Chatterton, published here  
in this insightful critical edition. 

Cloth   2015   488 pp.   16 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20830-6  $50.00

Why the Romantics Matter
PETER GAY

Esteemed historian Peter Gay reflects on 
the romantic period, its internationally 
diverse artists and writers, and the over-
looked debt modernist writers like Eliot 
and Woolf owe the romantics. 

why x matters series 

Cloth   2015   176 pp.   

978-0-300-14429-1  $24.00

The War That Used Up Words
American Writers and the First World War

HAZEL HUTCHISON

Focusing on the writings of seven influen-
tial authors of the period, including Henry 
James, Edith Wharton, E. E. Cummings, 
and John Dos Passos, this intriguing study 
takes a fresh look at the roles of American 
writers in helping to shape national  
opinion and policy about World War I. 

Cloth   2015   304 pp.   3 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19502-6  $45.00

Those Who Write for Immortality
Romantic Reputations and the Dream of 
Lasting Fame

H. J. JACKSON

In this provocative inquiry into lasting 
literary fame, the author compares a 
dozen writers of the Romantic period—
some remembered, others forgotten—and 
discovers that achieving immortality in 
the world of letters requires much more 
than immense talent. 

Cloth   2015   312 pp.   20 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17479-3  $35.00 

 

Latest Readings
CLIVE JAMES

In 2010, esteemed literary critic Clive 
James was diagnosed with terminal 
leukemia. Bringing together his reflections 
on his children, his final reading list, and 
his own impending death, this thoughtful 
and erudite volume is a moving farewell 
from one of the great thinkers of our time. 

Cloth   2015   192 pp.   

978-0-300-21319-5  $25.00

The Virtue of Sympathy
Magic, Philosophy, and Literature in  
Seventeenth-Century England

SETH LOBIS

Seth Lobis sheds new light on a fascinat-
ing subject, analyzing through English 
literature of the seventeenth century 
the remarkable transition of the idea of 
sympathy from an affinity with the mysti-
cal workings of the universe to the human 
ability to empathize with others. 

yale studies in english 

Cloth   2015   432 pp.  

978-0-300-19203-2  $85.00 

Curiosity
ALBERTO MANGUEL

In this eclectic history of human curiosity, 
a celebrated reader and intellectual offers 
a great feast of ideas and a delightful 
memoir of a reading life. Through exam-
ples of famous thinkers who persistently 
asked “Why?” Alberto Manguel explores 
how curiosity inspires the imagination 
to soar. 

Cloth   2015   392 pp.   51 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18478-5  $30.00

Languages of the Night
Minor Languages and the Literary Imagination 
in Twentieth-Century Ireland and Europe

BARRY MCCREA

In this provocative reevaluation of  
European literary modernism, author 
Barry McCrea demonstrates how dying 
rural languages such as Irish, Friulian, 
Breton, and Welsh helped to shape the 
literary imagination in twentieth-century 
Europe and Ireland and exerted a power-
ful influence on the modern novel. 

Cloth   2015   200 pp.  

978-0-300-18515-7  $40.00

 

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300208306
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300213195
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300144291
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300192032
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300195026
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300184785
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300174793
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300185157
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300213195
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300185157
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300144291
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300192032
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300184785
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Literary Criticism

New New in paper

The International Novel
ANNABEL PATTERSON

A fascinating new work of literary criti-
cism explores twelve prime examples of 
the “International Novel,” award-winning 
fiction that deals with nationalism, 
internationalism, and other issues of 
great political and social significance, 
from countries marginalized in the era of 
globalization. 

Paper   2014   272 pp.   9 b/w maps 

978-0-300-19800-3  $30.00 

Ukrainian Nationalism
Politics, Ideology, and Literature, 1929–1956

MYROSLAV SHKANDRIJ

This revealing historical analysis of the 
Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists  
argues that the previously ignored 
creative literature of interwar national-
ism offers a key insight into nationalism’s 
potent mythmaking. 

Cloth   2015   344 pp.  

978-0-300-20628-9  $85.00

Making Make-Believe Real
Politics as Theater in Shakespeare’s Time

GARRY WILLS

This fascinating study of political stagecraft 
during the Elizabethan era explores a  
period of vast political change when a 
canny Protestant queen understood the 
power of make-believe to make power real. 

Paper   2015   424 pp.   

978-0-300-21271-6  $20.00 

Cloth   2014   424 pp.   

978-0-300-19753-2  $30.00 

       How to Read Literature
TERRY EAGLETON

In this delightfully entertaining guide, an 
eminent critic explains with abundant 
examples everything you need to know 
to read literary works with deeper insight, 
better understanding, and much more 
enjoyment. 

Paper   2014   232 pp.   

978-0-300-20530-5  $15.00 

Cloth   2013   232 pp.  

978-0-300-19096-0  $26.00

       A Little History of Literature
JOHN SUTHERLAND

A much-loved author and teacher brings the 
world of literature alive, guiding young read-
ers on an entertaining journey across centu-
ries and cultures, from The Canterbury Tales 
to Harry Potter, Robinson Crusoe to 1984. 

PB-with Flaps   2014   288 pp.   40 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20531-2  $15.00

Cloth   2013   288 pp.   40 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18685-7  $25.00

Panaesthetics
On the Unity and Diversity of the Arts

DANIEL ALBRIGHT

In this original exploration of the com-
parative arts, a leading professor considers 
various art media to see how they might 
be “translated” from one to another. Can a 
poem turn into a symphony, or a symphony 
into a painting? 

the anthony hecht lectures in the humanities series 

Cloth   2014   336 pp.   58 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18662-8  $30.00 

The Milton Encyclopedia
EDITED BY THOMAS N. CORNS

This encyclopedia offers easy and immedi-
ate access to a wealth of information about 
Milton. The book will serve as a general and 
comprehensive reference tool for general 
readers, students, and scholars alike, en-
hancing the experience of reading Milton. 

Cloth   2012   424 pp.   52 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-09444-2  $165.00 

Emerson’s Protégés
Mentoring and Marketing  
Transcendentalism’s Future

DAVID DOWLING

The surprising role of nineteenth-century 
American essayist, poet, and leader of the 
radical Transcendentalism movement, 
Ralph Waldo Emerson, as editor, mentor, 
and promoter to a group of young literary 
aspirants—including Henry David Thoreau 
and women’s rights advocate Margaret 
Fuller—is explored in David Dowling’s 
fascinating history. 

Cloth   2014   352 pp.   8 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19744-0  $65.00 

New in paper

Recent & Classic Titles
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Yale French StudiesLiterary Criticism

Recent & Classic Titles Recent & Classic Titles

Hospitality and Treachery in 
Western Literature
JAMES A. W. HEFFERNAN

In a comprehensive and insightful study 
of how literature represents the perils of 
hospitality, James A. W. Heffernan shows 
what hosts and guests do for and to each 
other in the works of Homer, Shakespeare, 
Proust, Joyce, Camus, and many others.

Cloth   2014   440 pp.   2 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19558-3  $65.00

The Woman Reader
BELINDA JACK

This lively book is the first to address the 
controversies associated with women’s 
reading throughout history, and to show 
how vastly different women’s reading 
experiences have often been compared to 
those of men.  

Paper   2013   344 pp.   50 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19720-4  $20.00 

Cloth   2012   344 pp.   50 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-12045-5  $30.00

The Watchman in Pieces
Surveillance, Literature, and Liberal Personhood

DAVID ROSEN AND AARON SANTESSO

Spanning nearly 500 years of cultural and 
social history, this book examines the 
ways that literature and surveillance have 
developed together, as kindred modern 
practices. 
Winner of the 45th annual James Russell Lowell 

Prize given by the Modern Language Association

Cloth   2013   376 pp.   10 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-15541-9  $50.00 

The Renaissance Epic and  
the Oral Past
ANTHONY WELCH

Drawing on a large body of poetry, this 
book offers a close survey of the changing 
audiences, modes of reading, and cultural 
expectations that shaped epic writing in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

yale studies in english 

Paper   2012   268 pp.   

978-0-300-17886-9  $45.00 

 

The Humanist Comedy
ALEXANDER WELSH

From ancient Greek comedies to postmodern 
fiction, this engaging history of ideas by 
Alexander Welsh explores how humor has 
been used for nearly three thousand years to 
add a welcome humanist perspective on the 
Western world’s religious beliefs and coping 
with mortality. 

Paper   2014   280 pp.  

978-0-300-19751-8  $25.00

The Buddha in the Machine
Art, Technology, and the Meeting of East and West

R. JOHN WILLIAMS

This fascinating study explores how Asian 
aesthetics have, from the late nineteenth 
century, have found their way into Western 
literature and popular culture as a thera-
peutic means of coping with the fears and 
anxieties engendered by the rapid explosion 
of modern technology. 
Winner of the 2012 Samuel and Ronnie Heyman 

Prize for Outstanding Scholarly Publication; Winner 

of the 2015 American Comparative Literature  

Association’s Harry Levin Prize

yale studies in english 

Cloth   2014   368 pp.   121 color + 147 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19447-0  $50.00

New in paper
Yale French Studies, Number 128
Revisiting Marie Vieux-Chauvet: Paradoxes  
of the Postcolonial Feminine

EDITED BY KAIAMA GLOVER AND  

ALESSANDRA BENEDICTY

Paper   2016   256 pp.    

978-0-300-21419-2  $35.00

New in paper
Yale French Studies, Number 127
Animots: Postanimality in French Thought

EDITED BY MATTHEW SENIOR,  DAVID L. CLARK, AND 

CARLA FRECCERO

Paper   2015   232 pp.   

978-0-300-20665-4  $35.00

Yale French Studies, Number 125/126
Time for Baudelaire (Poetry, Theory, History)

EDITED BY E. S. BURT, ELISSA MARDER, AND  

KEVIN NEWMARK

Paper   2014   232 pp.  

978-0-300-19422-7  $30.00

Our e-book editions are available 
from most major e-book stores, 
including the Amazon Kindle 
store, B&N’s Nook store, Google 
editions, Kobo, and Sony

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300195583
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300197518
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New New

       Cervantes’ Don Quixote
ROBERTO GONZÁLEZ ECHEVARRÍA

Based on Roberto González Echevarría’s 
popular open course at Yale University, 
this essential guide to seventeenth-cen-
tury Spanish author Miguel de Cervantes’ 
enduring classic, Don Quixote, addresses 
the novel’s major themes while exploring 
why Cervantes’ masterwork is still widely 
read and relevant today. 

the open yale courses series 

Paper   2015   384 pp.   22 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19864-5  $25.00 

       Theory of Literature
PAUL H. FRY

In this brilliant tour of twentieth-century 
literary theory, Professor Paul Fry explores 
important movements and themes that 
illuminate what literature is, how it is 
produced, and the many ways it can be 
understood. 

the open yale courses series 

Paper   2012   400 pp.   10 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18083-1  $19.00

       New Testament History and 
Literature
DALE B. MARTIN

In this engaging introduction to the New 
Testament, a distinguished Yale professor 
presents a historical study of the origins of 
Christianity by analyzing the literature of 
the earliest Christian movements. 

the open yale courses series 

Paper   2012   464 pp.   12 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18085-5  $20.00 

       Reading Dante
GIUSEPPE MAZZOTTA

A renowned professor introduces Dante 
and his works—including his autobiog-
raphy and his masterpiece, The Divine 
Comedy—and situates the writings within 
the poetic and political context of the late 
Middle Ages. 

the open yale courses series 

Paper   2014   312 pp.  

978-0-300-19135-6  $25.00 

 

Hans Christian Andersen
European Witness

PAUL BINDING

This new account of Andersen’s beloved 
fairy tales and other writings reveals 
how the author captivated adults as well 
as children, how he influenced and was 
influenced by his times, and why his work 
stands at the very heart of mainstream 
European literature.  

Cloth   2014   496 pp.  

978-0-300-16923-2  $40.00

The Fortunes of Francis Barber
The True Story of the Jamaican Slave Who 
Became Samuel Johnson’s Heir

MICHAEL BUNDOCK

This compelling book chronicles a young 
boy’s journey from the horrors of Jamaican 
slavery to the heart of London’s literary 
world, and tells the story of the unlikely 
friendship with Dr. Samuel Johnson that 
changed both their lives. 

Cloth   2015   296 pp.   30 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20710-1  $35.00

Eternity’s Sunrise
The Imaginative World of William Blake

LEO DAMROSCH

Following Blake’s life from beginning to 
end, acclaimed biographer Leo Damrosch 
draws extensively on Blake’s poems, his 
paintings, and his etchings and engrav-
ings to offer this generously illustrated 
account of Blake the man and his vision of 
our world. 

Cloth   2015   288 pp.   40 color + 56 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20067-6  $30.00

Eugene O’Neill
A Life in Four Acts

ROBERT M. DOWLING

This extraordinary biography is the first 
to fully capture the intimacies of Eugene 
O’Neill’s tumultuous life and the genius 
of his work. Uncovering a raft of fresh 
material about the Nobel Prize-winning 
playwright, the author reveals how 
O’Neill’s plays are interwoven with his 
own life stories. 

Cloth   2014   584 pp.   49 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17033-7  $35.00 

Recent & Classic Titles
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New New in paper

The Letters of T. S. Eliot
Volume 5: 1930–1931

T. S. ELIOT; EDITED BY VALERIE ELIOT AND  

JOHN HAFFENDEN

The collected letters of Nobel Prize-
winning poet, playwright, and essayist T. 
S. Eliot reveal in fascinating detail a great 
artist at a personal, professional, and 
spiritual crossroads. 

Cloth   2015   928 pp.   21 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21179-5  $85.00 

Machado de Assis
A Literary Life

K. DAVID JACKSON

The first comprehensive English language 
study of the life and work of a giant of 
nineteenth-century Latin American  
literature and arguably Brazil’s most  
important writer: novelist, poet, play-
wright, and short story writer Joaquim 
Maria Machado de Assis.  

major figures in spanish and latin american             

literature and the arts 

Cloth   2015   360 pp.   2 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18082-4  $40.00

Proust
The Future’s Secret

BENJAMIN TAYLOR

The life and work of Marcel Proust are 
explored in depth in a masterly new 
biography that examines how his complex 
religious heritage, his homosexuality, and 
the momentous historical upheavals of 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries transformed him from a writer 
of his times into a writer for all times. 

jewish lives 

Cloth   2015   224 pp.   8 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-16416-9  $25.00

       Salvaged Pages
Young Writers’ Diaries of the Holocaust, 
Second Edition

ALEXANDRA ZAPRUDER

The revised second edition of the diary 
excerpts from victims of the Holocaust 
preserves the impressions, emotions, and 
eyewitness reportage of young refugees 
and prisoners of the ghetto. An enhanced 
e-book featuring photographs, maps, 
survivor testimony, and the author’s video 
commentary is also available. 

Paper   2015   528 pp.  

978-0-300-20599-2  $27.00

 

&

       Auschwitz and After
Second Edition

CHARLOTTE DELBO; TRANSLATED BY ROSETTE C. 

LAMONT; WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION BY  

LAWRENCE L. LANGER

Written by a member of the French resis-
tance who became an important literary 
figure in postwar France, this moving 
memoir of life and death in Auschwitz and 
the post-war experiences of women survi-
vors has become a key text for Holocaust 
studies classes. This second edition includes 
an updated and expanded introduction by 
Holocaust scholar Lawrence L. Langer. 

Paper   2014   392 pp.  

978-0-300-19077-9  $25.00 

Isaac and Isaiah
The Covert Punishment of a Cold War Heretic

DAVID CAUTE

In this gripping account of the ideological 
clash between two of the most influential 
scholars of the Cold War years, the author 
uncovers a hidden act that cost one man a 
university chair while the other continued 
to be honored. 

Paper   2015   352 pp.   

978-0-300-21232-7  $27.50 

Cloth   2013   352 pp.  

978-0-300-19209-4  $40.00

Dante
A Life in Works

ROBERT HOLLANDER

In this book, a preeminent Dante scholar 
analyzes the only real biography of the 
poet that we have—his body of works—to 
illuminate this question. Robert Hollander 
considers Dante’s political writings, com-
mentary, and other poems as well as the 
Comedy to construct a concise intellectual 
biography of the great narrative poet. 

Paper   2015   240 pp.   

978-0-300-21259-4  $26.00

The Great Charles Dickens Scandal
MICHAEL SLATE

Was Charles Dickens the secret lover of 
young actress Nelly Ternan? This engaging 
book is the first complete account of the 
scandal that threatened to ruin Dickens  
and of the cover-up that continued for 
generations. 

Paper   2014   232 pp.   16 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20528-2  $28.00 

Cloth   2012   232 pp.   16 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-11219-1  $35.00 

 

&
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New in paper New in paper

The Leonard Bernstein Letters
EDITED BY NIGEL SIMEONE

This fascinating selection of Bernstein’s 
letters, most never published before, 
sheds new light on his life, creative mind, 
and relationships. His galaxy of correspon-
dents includes Aaron Copland, Jerome 
Robbins, Thornton Wilder, Jackie Kennedy 
Onassis, and many more. 

Paper   2014   624 pp.   29 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20544-2  $27.50 

Cloth   2013   624 pp.   29 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17909-5  $38.00

Wilfred Owen
GUY CUTHBERTSON

This new biography of one of Britain’s 
most loved poets provides a fresh account 
of Wilfred Owen’s life and formative  
influences. 

Paper   2016   352 pp.   37 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21615-8  $27.50 

Cloth   2014   352 pp.   37 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-15300-2  $40.00 

The Literary Churchill
Author, Reader, Actor

JONATHAN ROSE

This striking portrait of Churchill reveals 
the profound influence of literature and 
theater on the life he composed for him-
self, his own writings, his political agenda, 
and the critical decisions he made during 
World War II. 

Paper   2015   528 pp.   13 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21234-1  $25.00 

Cloth   2014   528 pp.   13 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20407-0  $35.00 

Susan Sontag
The Complete Rolling Stone Interview

JONATHAN COTT

Published in their entirety for the first 
time, Susan Sontag’s revelatory conver-
sations with Rolling Stone contributing 
editor Jonathan Cott offer exceptional 
insights into her thinking and passions at 
a moment when she was at the peak of 
her powers. 

Paper   2014   168 pp.   

978-0-300-19902-4  $16.00 

Cloth   2013   168 pp.   

978-0-300-18979-7  $26.00 

 

 

Jonathan Swift
His Life and His World

LEO DAMROSCH

In this major new biography, Leo  
Damrosch tells the story of Swift’s life  
anew, probing holes in the existing  
evidence to show how the public version  
of his life—the one accepted until  
recently—was deliberately misleading. 
Winner of the 2013 National Book Critics Circle 

Award in the category of Biography

Paper   2014   592 pp.   94 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20541-1  $22.00 

Cloth   2013   592 pp.   94 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-16499-2  $35.00 

Lillian Hellman
An Imperious Life

DOROTHY GALLAGHER

Glamorous, talented, and audacious,  
Hellman created Broadway hits, supported 
radical political causes, and often became 
embroiled in scandal. This book’s sharp new 
portrait reveals the truth behind the myths 
she spun about her life and herself. 

jewish lives 

Cloth   2014   184 pp.   1 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-16497-8  $25.00

Primo Levi
The Matter of a Life

BEREL LANG

This groundbreaking biography investigates 
the intersection of Levi’s work as a chemist 
and as a writer, shining new light on Levi’s 
literary and intellectual accomplishments 
as well as on his importance as a Holocaust 
writer and witness. 

jewish lives 

Cloth   2013   192 pp.   7 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-13723-1  $25.00 

John Keats
A New Life

NICHOLAS ROE

Filled with revelations and original insights, 
this definitive book presents a new portrait 
of the beloved Romantic poet and shows 
how previously unrecognized turning points 
in his life provide fresh keys to his works.  

Paper   2013   480 pp.   65 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19727-3  $22.00

Recent & Classic Titles
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NewRecent & Classic Titles

Real Life Rock
The Complete Top Ten Columns, 1986–2014

GREIL MARCUS; FOREWORD BY DAVE EGGERS

Published to complement The History of 
Rock ’n’ Roll in Ten Songs, this complete 
collection of Greil Marcus’s “Real Life Rock 
Top 10” columns tracks the development 
of one of our foremost cultural critics and 
chronicles one of art journalism’s most 
fascinating ongoing conversations. 

Cloth   2015   600 pp.   1 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19664-1  $35.00 

The History of Rock ‘n’ Roll  
in Ten Songs
GREIL MARCUS

In this unconventional and completely 
mesmerizing history of rock ‘n’ roll, 
Greil Marcus selects ten songs recorded 
between 1956 and 2008 and shows how 
each, in its own unique way, embodies the 
story of rock ‘n’ roll—a new language, and 
a new form of expression. 

PB-with Flaps   2015   320 pp.   

978-0-300-21692-9  $16.00 

Cloth   2014   320 pp.   

978-0-300-18737-3  $28.00

Artists Under Hitler
Collaboration and Survival in Nazi Germany

JONATHAN PETROPOULOS

In this nuanced exploration of some of the 
most acute moral questions of the Third 
Reich era, the author examines the choices 
of prominent artistsl—Leni Riefenstahl, 
Paul Hindemith, Albert Speer, and others 
—who sought accommodation with the 
Nazi regime. 

Cloth   2014   424 pp.   12 color + 44 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19747-1  $40.00

Beyond the University
Why Liberal Education Matters

MICHAEL S. ROTH; WITH A NEW PREFACE

Michael Roth argues eloquently that since 
America’s founding days, the history of 
liberal education has been closely tied to 
a set of attitudes and values that remain 
crucial to our democracy and our national 
success. 

Paper   2015   248 pp.   

978-0-300-21266-2  $17.00 

Cloth   2014   240 pp.   

978-0-300-17551-6  $25.00

Franz Kafka
The Poet of Shame and Guilt

SAUL FRIEDLÄNDER

In this highly original book, Saul Friedländer 
appraises Kafka’s life and work, tracing his 
personal anguish as reflected in his writ-
ings and showing how earlier censorship 
efforts concealed crucial aspects of Kafka’s 
individuality.  

jewish lives 

Cloth   2013   200 pp.   2 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-13661-6  $25.00

Marcel Proust
A Life, with a New Preface by the Author

WILLIAM C. CARTER

Reissued with a new preface to commem-
orate the first publication of À la recherche 
du temps perdu one hundred years ago, 
Marcel Proust portrays in abundant detail 
the extraordinary life and times of one  
of the greatest literary voices of the  
twentieth century. 
henry mcbride series in modernism and modernity 

Paper   2013   1,000 pp.   47 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19179-0  $35.00

This Program Is Brought to You By . . .
Distributing Television News Online

JOSHUA A. BRAUN

While much has been written about 
content production in the changing online 
media landscape, little attention has 
been given to the process and effects of 
content distribution. Using MSNBC as a 
case study, this multi-disciplinary work 
reveals the dramatic shifts contemporary 
news organizations are making in order to 
deliver content. 

Paper   2015   320 pp.   18 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19750-1  $35.00

Mindful Tech
How to Bring Balance to Our Digital Lives

DAVID M. LEVY

Through a series of lucid and engaging 
exercises, David M. Levy invites readers 
to observe their online behavior closely 
and discover healthier and more effective 
digital practices. 

Cloth   2016   224 pp.  

978-0-300-20831-3  $28.00 
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New New in paper

Speed Limits
Where Time Went and Why We Have  
So Little Left

MARK C. TAYLOR

A leading thinker considers how “faster” 
has become synonymous with “better” 
and assesses the dangers of our hurried 
times. Calling for a transformation of  
values, he shows how we can regain  
control and create a more patient,  
deliberative, and sustainable world. 

Paper   2015   408 pp.   24 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21679-0  $22.00 

Cloth   2014   408 pp.   24 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20647-0  $28.50 

Culture Crash
The Killing of the Creative Class

SCOTT TIMBERG

A near-perfect storm of change has put 
countless artists, writers, dancers, and 
musicians out of work. This book is the 
first to look deeply into the roots of the 
crisis of the creative class in America and 
to explore both the human toll and the 
consequences for society. 

Paper   2016   320 pp.   

978-0-300-21693-6  $17.00 

Cloth   2015   320 pp.   

978-0-300-19588-0  $26.00 

Jealousy
PETER TOOHEY

Peter Toohey offers a provocative, witty, 
and beautifully illustrated exploration of 
one of the great drivers of contemporary 
society: the much-maligned and generally 
misunderstood emotion of jealousy, which 
helps us as much as it harms. 

Cloth   2014   272 pp.   55 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18968-1  $27.50 

Eureka
How Invention Happens

GAVIN WEIGHTMAN

A revelatory look at the surprisingly long 
history of five “modern” inventions— 
the airplane, the television, the mobile  
phone, the bar code, and the personal 
computer—that redefines the romantic 
idea of the “eureka moment”—a moment 
of breakthrough rather than inspiration. 

Cloth   2015   280 pp.   12 pp. b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19208-7  $30.00 

 

       It’s Complicated
The Social Lives of Networked Teens

DANAH BOYD

Does it mean anything new to grow up  
in a networked world? A leading youth  
and technology expert offers original 
research on teens’ use of social media, the 
myths that frighten caring adults, and how 
young people form communities. 

Paper   2015   296 pp.  

978-0-300-19900-0  $15.00 

Cloth   2014   296 pp.   

978-0-300-16631-6  $25.00 

The Invention of News
How the World Came to Know About Itself

ANDREW PETTEGREE

This lively history of news from the pre-
printing press era to 1800 explores the 
many ways news was transmitted, the 
development of news as an industry,  
and how rapid news dissemination  
empowered people to become actors  
in the great events of their times. 

Paper   2015   456 pp.   64 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21276-1  $25.00 

Cloth   2014   456 pp.   64 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17908-8  $35.00 

The Danube
A Journey Upriver from the Black Sea to the 
Black Forest

NICK THORPE

In this engaging book the author takes an 
unexpected journey up the entire length of 
the Danube River and provides a vivid re-
cord of the people he encounters, the recent 
and ancient history of the region, and the 
lands through which the great river flows. 

Paper   2014   328 pp.   32 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20545-9  $28.00 

       The Allure of the Archives
ARLETTE FARGE; TRANSLATED BY THOMAS SCOTT-

RAILTON; FOREWORD BY NATALIE ZEMON DAVIS

At once a practical guide to archival  
research, an elegant literary reflection on 
the challenges of writing history, and a 
fascinating view of the lives of the poor  
in pre-Revolutionary France, historian  
Arlette Farge’s internationally admired  
classic work is a grand appreciation of  
the craft of discovery. 

the lewis walpole series in eighteenth-century  
culture and history 

Paper   2015   152 pp.   

978-0-300-19893-5  $17.00 
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Friendship
A. C. GRAYLING

In this highly original investigation of the 
history of friendship, a philosopher ex-
plores the many kinds of friendship, how 
technology has altered relationships, the 
role of friendship in an ethical life, and an 
array of other thought-provoking topics. 

vices and virtues 

Paper   2014   248 pp.   

978-0-300-20536-7  $18.00 

Cloth   2013   248 pp.   

978-0-300-17535-6  $26.00

The Experience of God
Being, Consciousness, Bliss

DAVID BENTLEY HART

Are those who ferociously debate the exis-
tence of God even arguing about the same 
thing? What is God? A revered religious 
scholar brings reason to the discussion, 
exploring how the world’s major religions 
define God and demolishing misconcep-
tions that confuse the conversation. 

Paper   2014   376 pp.   

978-0-300-20935-8  $17.00

Philosophy of Dreams
CHRISTOPH TÜRCKE; TRANSLATED BY SUSAN H. 

GILLESPIE

One of contemporary Germany’s leading 
intellectuals, Christophe Türcke refutes 
Sigmund Freud’s philosophy of the dream, 
suggesting that modern technology is 
breaking down the barriers between 
dreams and waking consciousness and 
returning human mental states to those 
of our prehistoric ancestors. 

Cloth   2013   304 pp.   

978-0-300-18840-0  $30.00

Love
SIMON MAY

A radically new exploration of the ways 
we think about love; how it has been 
shaped, idolized, and misconstrued by the 
West over nearly three millennia; and how 
we might more accurately—and success-
fully—conceive it. 

Paper   2013   312 pp.  

978-0-300-18774-8  $16.00
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